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One student struggles valiantly to complete a reading assignment;another 

makes no pretense of even tackling the reading task. Frustration for the first; 

failure for the second. Concerned teachers ask, "Can't anything be done?" 

and distressed parents plead, "Do something!" As the academic situation 

becomes more desperate, it is clear that if anything is to be done, it is the 

c.lassroom teacher who must do it. 

What, then, can one suggest to the classroom teacher who has had no 

training in the field of reading instruction and who has limited funds with 

which to develop a program? 

The first task is to identify those students who would benefit most 

from reading instruction. The simplest and least costly procedure is to 

have the student read. If, each student were asked to read orally a passage 

of material normally assigned to the class, the teacher could easily identify 

· those students who were having difficulty. Obviously, a child who reads word

by-word will be intimidated by a long reading task. A five-minute tape

recorded passage should provide an adequate sample. By using several tape 

recorders, an entire class can be recorded during a single class period. While 

listening to the sample, the teacher should do more than record mispronun

ciations, insertions, and omissions. He should also note the student's lack 

of phrasing ability, his problems in fluency (hesitations and repetitions), 
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and his failure to utilize punctuation signals. 

How does the teacher organize the class in order to provide time for 

reading instruction? There are a number of ways. Designate one day a week as 

Extend an instructional unit on reading/study skills over several 
reading day. 

weeks. Schedule fifteen minutes of every class period for a reading skill 

activity. Any in_vestment of time will have pay-off ff the student is being 

instructed in material that is at his reading level. And to find the 

appropriate reading level, have the student read selected passages at varying 

levels of difficulty and note the range of material at which he can function 

without frustration. 

How does the teacher present material designed to sharpen reading skills? 

One of the most successful methods is to utilize reading kits. Evelyn B. Spache 

states in Reading Activities f2!:. Child Involvement: "In order to meet 

i
nd ividual differences in skill development, the teacher must have available 

materials on many levels and covering a wide variety of skills. The teacher-made 

kit is a most valuable _asset ..•. Equipped with a skill box, the teacher can 

begin meeting individual needs immediately."l Mrs. Spache suggests that 

kits be designed to instruct in various skill areas: word attack, comprehension, 

vocabulary. In each skill area, kits may be constructed to cover many types 

of reading activities. For example, comprehension kits should include 

exercises in organizing material sequentially, in noting context clues, in 

identifying the main idea of a passage, in locating facts and details. 

Utilizing kits allows many students to use the material at one time. 
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sixty pages of material concerned with a specific skill, such as following 

directions, remained glued in book form, only one student could do the 

exercises. However, if the same sixty-page skill book were cut apart and 

each page mounted separately, many students could use it. 

Supplies needed to assemble the kit include two copies of a student skill 

book, workbook, or text at each instructional level; one copy of a teacher's 

edition for self-correction; cardboard for mounting the lessons; acetate 

folders or laminating film for a protective cover; masking tape; wax-base 

markers or water-soluble markers; and an attractive box to house the materials. 

Individual lessons should be color coded as to skill activity or as to 

difficulty level. Adhesive signal dots, magic marker lines drawn on the top 

of each exercise, mystic tape strips, or different colored backing sheets for 

the lessons -- any of these can be used to code. Because kits provide much 

material for many students with a minimal investment for supplies, they are 

very attractive to teachers who have limited funds available. 

Another inexpensive way of acquiring instructional materials is to contact 

Jocal printers and ask for their card-weight cut-offs. These pieces are 

usually discarded after a printing order is trilfflled to size. The discards 

make excellent drill cards. Smaller ones can be used for presenting indi

vidual words. Larger strips work well for practicing the reading of words 

in phrases. 

Thus far, we have considered how to identify the student, how to schedule 

time for instruction, and how to provide material for students to use. The 
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next question is "What material?" 

The reading teacher has two basic concerns: Can the child (1) read the 

words -- decoding, and (2) generate an "understanding" from words presented 

in phrases, sentences, paragraphs, and longer passages -- comprehending. 

Comprehension involves both literal and interpretive meaning. 

Excellent background material for the teacher is available in publications 

of the International Reading Association. Request a catalogue from IRA, 800 

Barksdale Road, Newark, Delaware 19711. Browsing in college bookstores can 

be profitable. Here one can find such texts as Lou E. Burmeister's Reading 

Strateg ies for Secondary ~ Teachers, Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, 

Inc., 1974. This is a good, general text that is especially of value to 

anyone who is looking for practical classroom activities. Or one might find 

specific teacher aids, such as Sensible Phonics by Thaddeus M. Trela, Fearon 

Publishers, Inc., 6 Davis Drive, Belmont, California 94002. This inexpensive 

little volume is rec0111T1ended as a practical guide to learning phonics. 

An excellent volume found during the writer's bookstore browsing time 

is one that the English teacher, the reading teacher, or the English/Reading 

teacher would find very useful. It is Techniques of Teaching Vocabulary, Edgar 

Dale and Joseph O'Rourke, Field Educational Publications, Inc., 1971 . A. 

sampling of chapter headings suggests the scope of the material: "Context 

Clues;" "Synonyms, Antonyms, H 11 11 omonyms; Word Origins;" "Prefixes, Suffixes, 
Roots;" "Pronunciation and Spelling·," "S emantics;" "Figures of Speech;" 

"Literature;" "Using the Dictionary;" "Using Word Games." Selected exercises 
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are appropriate to junior high school level while others are appropriate to 

the college level. This text is well worth the cost. 

A resource for locating other material is Teaching Efficient Reading 

~ by Lyle L. Miller, Burgess Publishing Company, Minneapolis, Minnesota 

55414. Although this is a 1972 publication, it provides a valuable list of 

resources available up to that time. It also contains a good list of techniques 

the teacher might use. A second, more recent publication is the 1974 edition 

of~ Reading for f22!:. Readers, George D. Spache, Garrard Publishing 

Company, Champaign, Illinois 61820. Chapter 7 is .a lengthy annotated listing 

of textbooks, workbooks, and games. Instructional range of materials listed 

is from pre-primer to college level. 

For materials to use with students, the list is endless. Those suggested 

below are relatively inexpensive and adapt well to kit construction. 

SKILLBOOSTER SERIES. Modern Curriculum Press, Cleveland. Examples: 

Increasing Comprehension, Working with Facts and Details, Organizing Infor-

!!!!!.!2.!l· 
SPECIFIC SKILL SERIES, Richard A. Boning. Barnell Loft, Ltd., Rockville 

Centre, N. Y. Examples of titles: Using~ Context, Locating the Answer, Getting 

the Main Idea, Drawing Conclusions. For most secondary students, Levels C 

through Advanced would be appropriate. 

STRATEGIES FOR READING SERIES, H. Alan Robinson, et !l· Allyn and Bacon, 

Inc., Rockleigh, N. J. 07647. Published in 1978, this material is available at 

a single reading level. Individual titles :. Strateg ies for Reading Sentences, 
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Strategies i£!:. Reading Words.!!!. Context, Strateg ies for Reading Paragraphs, 

Strategies for Reading Long Selections. 

READ BITTER-LEARN MORE, Theodore Clymer. Ginn & Co., Box 2649, 

Columbus, Ohio 43216. The text addresses itself to reading skills in the 

content areas . Levels are designated as Book~.~!, and~£.. 

GO SERIES. Scholastic Book Services, 904 Sylvan Avenue, Englewood 

Cliffs, N. J. 07632. Two levels are available -- Grade 7 and Grade 8. 

This series is also concerned with reading in the content areas. 

McCALL CRABBS STANDARD TEST LESSONS IN READING. Teachers College Press, 

Colllllbia University, 1234 Amsterdam Avenue, N. Y., NY 10027. For building kits, 

order specimen sets (@ $.80) of the levels most beneficial to your students. 

~~ ( very elementary and the material bores most secondary students), 

~! (useful for disabled readers who lack confidence),~£. (a good 

starting point for most students in reading), Book .Q_, and~ E. Answer 

sheets are provided in the specimen sets. Scores on each lesson convert to 

G-scores (grade-level scores). Compare the averages of each set of ten 

lessons to demonstrate growth in reading competence. 

PAL PAPERBACK KITS. Xerox Education Publications, 1250 Fairwood Avenue, 

P.O. Box 444, Columbus, Ohio 43216. Several kits are available. · These 

materials are useful for recreational reading. Students enjoy the stories. 

Finally, if the budget for a reading program is a generous one, a very 

fine full-year individualized program can be designed with materials published 

by Readers Digest Services, Inc., Educational Division, Pleasantville, NY 10570. 
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Since one program reinforces another, a purchase plan covering several years 

would provide a solid basic reading program. If schools go this route, the 

first component to purchase is POINT 31. As students gain in reading 

strength, they move into the TOP-PICS component which can be used as a 

separate entity or in conjunction with the READERS WORKSHOP component. The 

third component one might wish to examine is the SKILL BUILDERS series. 

One would be well-advised to examine the publication literature. POINT 31 

has consumable activity books; but by using the kit format, only two or 

three need be purchased. Although the tapes are very fine, it is possible 

to order .several copies of each magazine (there are six) as a beginning. 

The magazine selections have a high interest value for secondary students. 

These,· then, are examples of materials the teachers might use to "do 

something." Whatever one does will be better than doing nothing. For many 

of our reading disabled students, getting reading help is truly a matter of 

academic survival. And the teacher who wants to, really can help. 
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DECIPHERING THE UNKNOWN CODE 

Gloria Bouschor 
Language Theraphy Center 
Duluth, Minnesota 

"Leave him alone; he'll grow out of it." "If he tried harder, he 

could do better." "If he really wants to read, he can; he reads Popular 

Mechanics and Playboy." "Someday he is going to get it all together and 

really begin to get motivated." "Sometimes, something just snaps, and a 11 

of a sudden they begin to read. He just isn't ready; he just doesn't want 

to read now. " 

These statements have been said about every retarded reader. Every 

parent of a child with reading problems has heard them all several times. 

Besides all of these descriptions,. the student with reading problems has been 

saddled with labels like "dyslexia," "minimal cerebral disfunction," 

"learning disabled," "specific learning disability and behavior problem." He 

was not originally a behavior problem, but after several years of frustration 

at not being able to read like most of the other students in his class, he 

indeed may become a behavior problem. Sometimes the student who is unable to 

achieve in the basic skills of reading, writing and spelling, the main subjects 

which are taught during the first three years of school, develops a combination 

of withdrawal, daydreaming and aggression. It is easy to accuse him of 

inattention, lack of motivation, to call him an "underachiever." 

If a student has not mastered the basic skills of reading, writing and 

spelling by the end of grade three, he often continues through his school 
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